Spring 2018 General Upper-Division Electives

Listed are some departments that have unrestricted courses with minimal prerequisites, however some courses may be restricted to certain majors throughout the registration process or have additional prerequisites—see course schedule and contact the department offering the class for more details (click ‘see department headnote’ on course schedule for the department’s contact information). This is a starting place only and is NOT a full list of all available upper-division electives.

**It is your responsibility to double check the course schedule to confirm flags, prerequisites, and restrictions.

Advertising (ADV)
ADV 334 INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING (GC)
ADV 378 DIGITAL GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION (GC)
ADV 378S SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT LAW/BUSN (GC)

African & Africa Diaspora Studies (AFR)
AFR 356D AFR AM THEATRE HISTORY: 1950-PRES (CD)
AFR 360 RACE, LAW, AND US SOCIETY (WC, WI)
AFR 372C BEYONCE FEMINISM/RIHANNA WOMANISM (GC)
AFR 372E 13-BLACK QUEER LITERATURE/FILM (WC, WI)
AFR 372G CREOLE LANGUAGES/SPEAKERS (WC, GC, CD)
AFR 372G SCIENCE/MAGIC/RELIGION (GC, EL)
AFR 374D 13-AFRICAN AMERICAN POLITICS (CD)

American Studies (AMS)
AMS 321 CHICANA FEMINISMS (CD)
AMS 321 POLITICS OF MEMORY: GER/US (GC)
AMS 321 INDIGENOUS FILM/TELEVISION (CD)
AMS 325 2-PAINTING IN AMERICA TO 1860 (GC)
AMS 327 NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGION (GC)
AMS 370 WALL STREET V/S MAIN STREET (WC, WI)

Ancient History & Classical Civilization (AHC)
AHC 325 2-HIST OF ROME: THE EMPIRE (GC)
AHC 325 6-ALEXANDER/HELLENISTIC WORLD (GC)
AHC 330 1-THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS (GC)

Anthropology (ANT)
ANT 322E 12-MEXICAN IMMIGATION CULTURAL HISTORY (CD)
ANT 324L BLACK WOMEN/TRANSATIONAL STATE (GC)
ANT 324L BLACKS/ASIANS: RACE/SOC MOVEMENT (GC)
ANT 324L CULTURE AND HEALTH (GC)
ANT 324L VEILING IN THE MUSLIM WORLD (GC)
ANT 324L 8-CULTURES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (GC, WC)

Asian American Studies (AAS)
AAS 325 GLOBAL ECONOMIES: ASIA & US (GC, CD)
AAS 325 9-SOUTH ASIAN MIGRATION TO US (GC, CD)
AAS 325 4-TAIWAN: COLONIZ/MIGRATION/IDENTITY (GC, WC)

Asian Studies (ANS)
ANS 361 POLITICAL ECONOMIC DEVEL POSTWAR KOREA (GC)
ANS 361 34-MODERNIZATION IN EAST ASIA (GC)
ANS 361 44-GENDER AND MODERN INDIA (GC)
ANS 372 ART IN THE HIMALAYAS (WC, GC, EL)

Business Foundations Courses
FIN 320F FOUNDATIONS OF FINANCE (GC)
IB 320F FOUNDATIONS OF INTERNATL BUSN (GC)
LEB 320F FNDNDS OF BUSN LAW & ETHICS (EL)
MAN 320F FNDNDS OF MGMT & ORG BEHAVIOR (GC)
MKT 320F FOUNDATIONS OF MARKETING (GC)

Classical Civilization (C C)
C C 348 DAILY LIFE IN ANCIENT EGYPT (GC)
C C 374 ECONOMIES OF THE GREEK CITIES (WC, WI)

Core Texts & Ideas (CTI)
CTI 345 DANTE (WC, GC)
CTI 375 – 1-THE QUR’AN (GC, EL)
CTI 375 EARLY ITALIAN RENAISSANCE ART (GC)

Educational Psychology (EDP)
EDP 350E INTRO: LIFE SPAN DEVELOPMENT (GC)
EDP 350L HUMAN SEXUALITY (GC)
EDP 354E PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN (GC)

English (E) – generally requires 9 hours of coursework in E or RHE unless otherwise noted
E 321 SHAKESPEARE (GC)
E 324C THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (GC, WC)
E 349S ALVAREZ AND CISNEROS (GC)
E 349S 1-JANE AUSTEN (GC)

European Studies (EUS)
EUS 346 ANTI-SEMITISM IN HIST & LIT (WC, GC, EL)
EUS 346 3-WITCHES, WORKERS, AND WIVES (GC)
EUS 347 VAMPS, STARS, AND THE DIVA (GC)
EUS 347 26-ART IN LIVES ORDINARY ROMAN (GC)
EUS 348 2 INTERNATIONAL TRADE (WI)

Geography (GRG)
GRG 327 GEOG OF FORMER SOVIET UNION (GC)
GRG 337 THE MODERN AMERICAN CITY (GC)
GRG 356T RACE AND PLACE (GC)

Government (GOV)- generally requires 6 hours GOV only unless otherwise noted
GOV 330K THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT (GC)
GOV 337M 16-POLITICS OF DEV IN LATIN AMERICA (GC)
GOV 385N INSTITUTIONS & COMP POL-EC DEVELOPMENT (GC)
GOV 385N ISLAM AND POLITICS (GC)

History (HIS)- some courses may partially fulfill legislative requirement, see advisor to verify whether or not writing flag courses will fulfill your writing flag requirement
HIS 346T CUBAN REVOLUTION & THE US (GC)
HIS 350L HISTORY OF MONEY/CORRUPTION (GC)
HIS 350L 81-ENLIGHTENMENT/REVOLUTION (GC)
HIS 356K MAIN CURR AMER CUL SINCE 1865 (GC)
HIS 363K 2-ARGENTINA: POPULISM/INSURRECTION (GC)

Human Development and Family Science (HDF)
HDF 322 PERSONAL AND FAMILY FINANCE (GC)
HDF 340 ETH/PHIL/PROFSNL DEVEL ISSUES (GC)

Information Studies (INF)
INF 322T CHILDREN'S LITERATURE (GC)
INF 327E COMICS/GRAHIC NOVELS/MANGA - WB (GC)
INF 350E INFORMATION SECURITY (GC)

Islamic Studies (ISL)
ISL 340 7-ISLAMIC THEOLOGY (GC)
ISL 373 10- IRANIAN CULTURE (GC)
ISL 373 15-GENDER/ART IN MUSLIM WORLD (GC)
Jewish Studies (JS)
J S 363 ABRAHAM & ABRAHATIC RELIGION Wr GC EL
J S 363 JEWISH/HEBREW/ISRAELI THEATER
J S 365 JEWISH CUBA

Latin American Studies (LAS)
LAS 322 INDIGENOUS LANG POST COLONL LAT AM GC
LAS 322 LATINO MIGRATIONS AND ASYLUM CD
LAS 322 MEASURING RACIAL INEQUALITY GC CD
LAS 322 20-JOUR/PRESS FREEDOM LAT AMER GC
LAS 324L GLOBALIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA GC
LAS 326 2-MUSIC OF LATIN AMERICA GC
LAS 327 ART CINEMAS OF THE AMERICAS GC CD
LAS 328 RACE/VISUAL CULTURE LAT AM GC
LAS 366 27-CULTURAL CITIZENSHIP US & LATIN AM Wr GC II

Philosophy (PHL)
PHL 325C ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS EL
PHL 327 2-CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY
PHL 327 4-INTERPRETATION AND MEANING
PHL 361K PHILOSOPHY IN LITERATURE
PHL 365 HEALTH AND JUSTICE EL
PHL 365 6-PROCESS PHIL AND PRAGMATISM Wr

Religious Studies (R S)
R S 341 9-TAJ MAHAL/DIVERSITY INDIAN ART GC
R S 346 RELIGION/SOCIAL JUSTICE US EL
R S 352 SHAMANISM & THE PRIMITIVE GC
R S 353 ABRAHAM & ABRAHATIC RELIGIONS WH GC EL
R S 347 PURITANISM/Brit CIVIL WARS GC
R S 357 SATAN AND THE IDEA OF EVIL GC
R S 357 12-HERETICS & FREEDOM FIGHTERS GC
R S 358 16-FRENCH EMP. THE WEST/ISLAM GC
R S 373 ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION GC

Rhetoric and Writing (RHE)
RHE 321 PRINCIPLES OF RHETORIC WR
RHE 328 WRITING FOR ENTREPRENEURS WR
RHE 330C DIGITAL STORYTELLING WR
RHE 330E ANIMAL RHETORICS WR

Sociology (SOC)
SOC 321G GLOBAL HEALTH ISSUES/SYSTEMS WR GC
SOC 321K BUILDING THE SUSTAINABLE CITY EL WR
SOC 321K FOOD AND SOCIETY WR
SOC 321K NGOs HUMANITARIAN AID/HEALTH
SOC 323D BORDER CONTROL/DEATHS CD
SOC 324K SOCIAL CHANGE IN DEVEL NATIONS WH GC
SOC 369K POPULATION AND SOCIETY GC

Women & Gender Studies (WGS)
WGS 322 1- SOCIOLOGY OF GENDER CD
WGS 340 HUMAN RIGHTS & WORLD POLITICS
WGS 340 48-DIASPORA VISIONS GC
WGS 345 5-WOMEN AND SPORT
WGS 345 23-SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
WGS 345 35-PYSCHOSOCIAL ISSUES IN WOMENS HEALTH WR
WGS 345 43- ANIMALS/AMERICAN CULTURE WR II
WGS 345 40-VIRGINIA WOOLF